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   OVERVIEW
   The LA603 series is a premium grade specifically 
   designed for long-term, dependable service with the 
   benefits of indirect lighting
  A low-profile suspended direct/indirect fixture housing 
   for attractive glare-free ambient lighting. Micro-perforated 
   baffle with white opal acrylic inlay combines soft down-
   light with even ceiling illumination. Hinged baffle.      

   INSTALLATION
  Able to be cable, or stem mounted individually or in 
   continuous rows
  Suspension mount options to suit your application; 
   standard stem & canopies or aircraft  cable

   APPLICATIONS
   Schools
   Offices
   Spaces utilizing video display terminals
   Locations requiring a visually comfortable environment

   CONSTRUCTION
  Housing—Manufactured from code gauge steel for 
  premium strength and rigidity
  Features durable steel bodies, quality paint finishes and 
   superior electrical components
  Diffuser—Direct/indirect wide beam perforated diffuser 
   for uniform ceiling illumination for a glowing, low 
   brightness luminance
  Finish—Prior to painting, all metal parts are treated with a 
   multi-stage phosphate bonding process to ensure 
   adhesion and inhibit rusting.  Powder coated with lighting 
   grade white, having a reflectance factor exceeding 87% 
   for premium quality and durability

LA603 Series
DIRECT/INDIRECT PERFORATED BASKET 

   ELECTRICAL
  All electrical components are UL or ETL Listed. Lamp 
   holders provided ensure positive lamp retention.
  Sufficient knock-outs are provided for connections and 
   through wiring.
  Electronic class P, thermally protected ballasts standard.
  Green ground screw installed in channel.
  All fixtures come equipped with ballast disconnect to 
   meet NEC code 410.73.

   APPROVALS
  ETL Listed. Suitable for dry and damp locations with ETL 
   Damp Label.
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DIMENSIONS

LA603 Series
DIRECT/INDIRECT PERFORATED BASKET 

OPTIONS

EM1 Emergency Battery Back Up, 
1 Lamp Operation

EM2 Emergency Battery Back Up, 
2 Lamp Operation

2C 2 Circuit
DIM Dimming—Consult Factory

ORDERING GUIDE Fill in the boxes below with the corresponding bold options.

Example:  LA603-4-3-32-T8-B8IN-MV-AC48

SERIES WATTAGE LAMP
TYPE

BALLAST
TYPE VOLTAGE MOUNTINGFIXTURE 

LENGTH
NO. OF 
LAMPS

LA603 3 T8 B8IN MV AC48

T8
4 | 4FT. 3 32 T8 B8IN MV
8 | 8FT. 3 32-TAN T8 B8IN MV

AC48 Aircraft 
Cable 
48" Length

LA603

Ballast
B8IN T8, Instant Start NBF (Standard)
Voltage
MV 120-277V

Consult Factory for additional configurations and options not listed or shown.

Note:
TAN—Tandem Units, double the number of lamps
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